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Rating of JSC “DEUTSCHE BANK DBU” is updated  
September 9, 2019 the rating committee of RA “Expert-Rating” has decided to update the credit rating of JSC 

“DEUTSCHE BANK DBU” (36520434) at the level uaAАA according to the national scale. The Bank or the 

separate debt instrument with rating uaAАA is characterized by the highest solvency compared to other Ukrainian 

banks or debt instruments. Making decision to update the credit rating according to the national scale, the Agency was 

guided by the analysis results of the Bank’s financial and statistical statements according to the results of the first half 

of 2019, as well as by particular forms of statistical statements of the Bank for the 2018 year and January-July of 

2019.   
 Equity and capital adequacy 

Throughout the 2018 year and January-July of 2019 

the regulatory capital of JSC “DEUTSCHE BANK DBU” 

(N1) has fluctuated in the range UAH 248.129-361.696 

mln. and has shown a multidirectional dynamics. As of 

01.08.2019 compared to 02.01.2019 the Bank’s N1 ratio 

has increased by 4,65% and has amounted to UAH 

297.159 mln that by UAH 97.159 mln has exceeded the 

limit value, set by NBU.  

 

In the period from 02.01.2018 to 01.08.2019 the 

regulatory capital adequacy normative of JSC “Deutsche 

Bank DBU” (N2) has fluctuated within 16.72-166.51%. 

During the given period the dynamics of the Bank’s N2 

ratio has been uneven, but till the beginning of July, 2019 

its values with a very great reserve have considerably 

exceeded not only the limit value, set by NBU, but also 

the average value on the Ukrainian banking system. As of 

01.08.2019 the regulatory capital adequacy normative of 

JSC “Deutsche Bank DBU” (N2) has amounted to 19.46% 

that by 9.46 p.p. more than the limit value, set by NBU, 

and by 2.04 p.p. more than the average indicator of N2 

ratio on the Ukrainian banking system.  

 

Therefore, throughout the 2018 year and January-July 

of 2019 JSC “Deutsche Bank DBU” has been well 

provided with regulatory capital. The Bank’s N2 ratio 

during the analyzed period almost all the time has 

exceeded the averages of this normative on the banking 

system of Ukraine.  

 

 

Asset structure and quality 
Assets of JSC “DEUTSCHE BANK DBU” as of 

01.07.2019 compared to 01.01.2019 have decreased by 

27.25% and have amounted to UAH 2.561 bn, and the 

proportion of loan portfolio in the Bank’s assets for the 

given period has decreased by 10.54 p.p. down to 41.98%. 

At the beginning of the second half of 2019 the 56.22% of 

the Bank’s assets can be classified as high liquid assets, 

namely: cash and funds in NBU amounted to 24.68% of 

the Bank’s assets, and funds in other banks – 31,54%. 

 

Perceiving the data of the Bank’s asset quality, the 

Agency repeatedly draws attention that it’s necessary to 

take into consideration a specifics of JSC “DEUTSCHE  



BANK DBU” operations, the proportion of loans in the 

Bank’s assets significantly changes from quarter to 

quarter. As well, in the period from 01.01.2018 to 

01.07.2019 the proportion of customer credits and debt in 

the Bank’s assets has fluctuated in the range from 24,66% 

to 64,83%. As of 01.07.2019 in the Bank’s loan portfolio 

there were no foreign currency loans and loans to 

individuals. 

 

JSC “Deutsche Bank DBU” continues to maintain the 

quality of the loan portfolio at a very high level: as of 

01.07.2019 in the Bank’s loan portfolio, as before, there 

were no non-performing loans (NPL) (which are 

calculated as a sum of the fifth class of borrowers-

individuals and the tenth class of borrowers-legal entities), 

while the average of NPL indicator on the Ukrainian 

banking system amounted to 52,31%.  

 

Liquidity 
Throughout the 2018 year and January-July of 2019 

instant liquidity ratio of JSC “Deutsche Bank DBU” (N4) 

has fluctuated in the range 52.71-328.49% and has shown 

uneven dynamics, but almost on a constant basis has 

exceeded the average market indicators. As of 01.08.2019 

the Bank’s N4 ratio has amounted to 95.49% that by 75.49 

p.p. more than the limit value, set by NBU, and by 30.56 

p.p. higher than the average value of this normative on the 

Ukrainian banking system.  

 

Current liquidity ratio of the Bank (N5) in the period 

from 02.01.2018 to 01.08.2019 has fluctuated within 

110.52-144.81% and with a noticeable reserve has 

exceeded the limit value, set by NBU, as well as the 

average value of this normative on the banking system.  

As of 01.08.2019 the Bank’s N5 ratio has amounted to 

119.95% that by 79.95 p.p. has exceeded the limit value, 

set by NBU, and has been by 20.77 p.p. more than the 

average market indicator.  

 

Throughout the 2018 year and January-July of 2019 

short-term liquidity ratio of JSC “Deutsche Bank DBU” 

(N6) has fluctuated within 117.19-176.29%. During the 

given analysis period the Bank’s N6 ratio with a great 

reserve has exceeded the limit value, set by NBU, and the 

averages of N6 ratio on the Ukrainian banking system. As 

of 01.08.2019 short-term liquidity ratio of JSC “Deutsche 

Bank DBU” (N6) has amounted to 126.11% that by 66.11 

p.p. exceeded the limit value, set by NBU, and by 32.78 

p.p. higher than the average indicator on the banking 

system of Ukraine.  

 

Therefore, throughout the 2018 year and January-July 

of 2019 all the three liquidity ratios of JSC “Deutsche 

Bank DBU” (N4, N5 and N6) on a constant basis with a 

great reserve exceeded the limit values, set by NBU, as 

well as the averages of these normative indicators on the 

Ukrainian banking system.  The Bank was very well 

provided with liquidity and adhered to a conservative 

policy of liquidity management.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



Profitability of operations 
According to the results of the first half of 2019 profit 

of JSC “Deutsche Bank DBU” has amounted to UAH 

27.961 mln that by 65.87% exceeded the Bank’s profit 

according to the results of the first half of 2018.  

 

 The key income item of the Bank, as before, remains 

net interest income, the amount of which reached UAH 

72.800 mln according to the results of the first half of 

2019, that is by 13.44% more than for the same period of 

2018. Besides, net fee and commission income has also 

shown an increase by 9.19%: from UAH 8.586 mln up to 

UAH 9.375 mln.  

 

Despite a slight decrease of the Bank’s profit in the 

second quarter of 2019 compared to the first quarter, the 

Agency emphasizes that JSC “Deutsche Bank DBU” 

shows the profitable activity on a regular basis. The 

Bank’s ability to generate significant amounts of profit on 

a constant basis positively affects its credit rating.  

 

 
Other factors  

Verification on public databases of the State Fiscal Service showed that the Bank was registered in authorities of 

the SFS and didn’t have any tax debt. 

 

The Agency emphasizes that JSC “Deutsche Bank DBU” has a very high level of external support from its 

shareholder – Deutsche Bank. The group Deutsche Bank finished the first half of 2019 with total net revenues of EUR 

12.554 bln (for the 2018 its volume amounted to EUR 25.316 bln), that indicates that the external support of the bank 

in Ukraine by the group Deutsche Bank is unlimited.  

 

Additionally, the Agency reminds that Deutsche Bank is the only bank from the international ones in Ukraine, 

which besides a traditional external support of its subsidiary structure, which is based on the contributions to the 

authorized capital, on liquidity provision and is stimulated by the reputation risks, declares the guarantees of JSC 

“DEUTSCHE BANK DBU” performance of its agreement liabilities. At the moment of the rating update such 

guarantees were owned by the 26 subsidiary banks of Deutsche Bank, which include JSC “DEUTSCHE BANK DBU”. 

The availability of “firm guarantee” of Deutsche Bank, which is public, is a considerable positive factor, which affects 

a long-term credit rating and strengthens competition advantages of Deutsche Bank in Ukraine. The list of institutions, 

which have guarantees of Deutsche Bank, is updated on the Bank's website in the section "Declaration of Backing".  

Summary 
Therefore, throughout the 2018 year and January-July of 2019 JSC “Deutsche Bank DBU” was well provided with 

the regulatory capital. The Bank’s N2 ratio throughout the analyzed period almost all the time exceeded the averages 

of this normative on the Ukrainian banking system. The Bank has been very well provided with liquidity: all the three 

liquidity ratios of the Bank (N4, N5 and N6) on a constant basis with a great reserve exceeded the limit values, set by 

NBU, and the average indicators of these ratios on the Ukrainian banking system. The quality of the loan portfolio of 

JSC “Deutsche Bank DBU” remained at a very high level. The Bank continued to generate sustainable volumes of 

profit and to increase key items of revenues.  
 

Disclaimer: Credit ratings of RA “Expert-Rating” is an opinion that reflects the ability of an issuer (an issue of securities) to comply with financial commitments. Credit ratings are of probabilistic 

nature, therefore cannot be a recommendation to buy or sell securities or to use the services of the issuer. When assigning and maintaining the ratings and outlooks on ratings, RA “Expert-rating” 

relies on factual information which the Agency receives from issuers and underwriters and from other sources that the Agency considers reliable. The issuer, its auditor and underwriter, as well as 

other consultants are responsible for the accuracy of the information they provide to RA “Expert-Rating” or publish according to current normative requirements..  

 


